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Plains included, and will have a profound impact on us
and on future generations.
This carefully crafted book outlines the history of
ideas on global change along with Lovelock’s life and
contributions. It is well written, accessible to educated
readers with a general science background, and mostly
free of typographical errors. I recommend it highly. R.F.
Diffendal, Jr., Conservation and Survey Division, School
of Natural Resources, University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
Ancient Nomads of the Eurasian and North American Grasslands. By Elena Ponomarenko and Ian Dyck.
Gatineau, Quebec: Canadian Museum of Civilization
Corporation; Samara, Russia: Samara Museum of History and Regional Studies, 2007. 168 pp. Maps, illustrations, references. $65.00 cloth, $34.95 paper.
Ancient Nomads is the companion book to a Canadian
Museum of Civilization exhibition comparing the cultures of nomadic peoples from the Russian and Canadian
grasslands. Following an introduction, the “Grasslands”
chapter describes the terrain, climate, vegetation, and
wildlife in the Russian Steppes and the Canadian Great
Plains. The authors then provide a brief archaeological
history of both regions from approximately 35,000 to
5,000 years ago. The subsequent chapters provide an
overview of various cultural aspects of nomads from the
Steppes and the Plains: subsistence, food, transportation,
housing, clothing, use of metal, spiritual life, and relationships with other nomadic and sedentary groups. The
authors emphasize both the similarities and differences
between peoples living in these two distantly separated
but remarkably similar environments. Cultural similarities between the populations are argued to be largely due
to the overall similarities in environment and the availability of large grass-eating animals. Differences, on
the other hand, are also in large part due to the types of
animals present in the Steppes and Great Plains.
Ancient Nomads offers a fascinating comparative
look at the cultural ecology of populations living in
similar environments but with different fauna. The book
is written for a general audience and provides numerous
beautiful black-and-white photographs of archaeological,
historical, and cultural artifacts from both the Steppes
and the Plains. Readers interested in the cultural ecology or history of the North American Great Plains and
Russian Steppes will find the book appealing. It does,
however, have several weaknesses: the authors provide
no documentation for most of the facts; the figures are not
mentioned in the text; and the side-by-side comparison of
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the cultures offers no real attempt at contrast. While an
exhibit may require a side-by-side comparison, a short
contrast of the cultures in each chapter would have gone
a long way towards meeting the authors’ overall goals.
Additionally, the authors tend to blur temporal variation
within each region and overlook significant temporal
changes.
Still, taken as a whole, Ancient Nomads is an excellent
attempt to highlight many aspects of nomadic culture on
the northern grasslands and to compare the two distinct
forms of nomadism that developed on the Canadian Great
Plains and the Russian Steppes. Though I have not seen
the exhibition for which this volume is a companion,
both, I think, should appeal to readers of Great Plains
Research. Daniel J. Wescott, Department of Biological
Sciences, Florida International University.
Skeletal Biology and Bioarchaeology of the Northwestern Plains. Edited by George W. Gill and Rick L.
Weathermon. Foreword by William M. Bass. Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 2008. xvi + 320 pp. Maps,
tables, figures, notes, references, index. $50.00 cloth.
This volume is a capstone of George W. Gill’s long
and productive (and continuing) career at the University
of Wyoming, where he has spent the last three and a half
decades teaching and in pursuit of the data encapsulated
here. Contributions from 21 scholars, most of them his
students, present studies of bioarchaeology and skeletal
biology, especially in the fields of demography, pathology, and morphology. The 19 chapters (and the introductory
comments by William M. Bass, Douglas H. Ubelaker, and
the senior editor) cover 10,000 years on the Northwestern
Plains, from the Archaic period to historic times, encompassing studies of Native Americans, Euro-American
pioneers and military men, and Chinese laborers.
Basic skeletal data are provided for specialists in other
fields, but in many respects this is a general book that provides new insights into Native American and Euro-American biology. Examples: there is less sexual dimorphism
in the former than in the latter; the hunters and gatherers
in the Northwestern Plains had fewer dental caries than
their corn-consuming agricultural eastern neighbors and
showed more accidental injury, while the agriculturists had more nutritional and metabolic problems; the
hunter-gatherers had more severe cranial trauma than the
agriculturists; and some Archaic populations appeared to
have more in common with earlier Paleoindians than with
more recent Plains populations. Furthermore, a dramatic
increase in interpersonal violence, changes in diet and
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burial customs, and a dramatic drop in longevity of over
15 years, accompanied by changes in morphology, suggest that new peoples arrived in the area during Woodland
times, likely introducing bows and arrows that permitted
greater hunting returns that led to reduced dental caries.
Some of the ostensibly Euro-American pioneer skeletons reveal unexpected evidence of Native American
admixture. Field archaeology and bioarchaeological research thus combine to contribute significantly to the story of the Native American occupation of the area, as well
as to that of the Euro-American intruders, that formerly
was told only in documents and in oral tradition. Space
does not permit commentary on the microevolutionary
trends Gill and his colleagues propose and document, but
they clearly will engage the interest of specialists.
Even the casual history buff will find the volume of interest for the stories it tells and the history it illuminates.
Weathermon’s discussion of burials along the Oregon
and related trails in “An analysis of Western Pioneer-Era
Burials” is only one of many that riveted this reviewer’s
attention. The work is an exemplar of a scientific monograph: it contains basic data for the use of future scholars, illuminates varying aspects of the record of human
habitation focused on the Northwestern Plains, and offers hypotheses for future investigations—all presented
within an integrated interdisciplinary framework. Hats
off to George Gill and Rick Weathermon for a job well
done! W. Raymond Wood, Department of Anthropology,
University of Missouri, Columbia.
Thunder and Herds: Rock Art of the High Plains. By
Lawrence L. Loendorf. Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast
Press, 2008. 254 pp. Photographs, drawings, map, notes,
bibliography, index. $89.00 cloth, $29.95 paper.
Archaeology is often described as detective work. In
this detailed exploration of the High Plains of Colorado
and New Mexico, archaeologist Lawrence Loendorf
proves as adept as Sherlock Holmes in bringing diverse
and often surprising clues to bear on understanding the
who, when, where, and why of ancient rock carvings
and paintings. From climate change to cultural migrations to landscape, Loendorf carefully reconstructs the
contexts, cultural and physical, in which long-ago and
not-so-long-ago American Indians created this complex
array of images.
The twin joys of archaeology are discovery and the
challenge of filling in missing pieces of history. The
former requires patience, training, a discerning eye, and
sometimes dumb luck. The latter requires the researcher
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to traverse the humanities-science divide, calling on
scientific techniques along with the knowledge of the
lifeways and oral traditions of Indigenous people. The
archaeologist’s detective kit includes chemistry and
physics, anthropology, geology, mythology, psychology,
zoology, and art history.
This book details current knowledge of High Plains
rock art dating from more than 5,000 years ago to a time
when Europeans had arrived in the Americas and their
horses and manufactured goods preceded them into the
High Plains. In a lively writing style, the author shows
how various kinds of information can be meticulously
pieced together to show when and by what groups the rock
art was made, how old it is, and some of what it meant to
its makers. He also notes the many unanswered questions
raised by these enduring messages from the past. Those
interested in the Native American history of the West
will find much to ponder in the complex series of migrations, survival strategies, and religious ideas indicated
by the various rock art styles. Those curious about how
archaeology works will get more insight from Loendorf’s
narrative here than from all the archaeology movies in
the Netflix catalog. The book presents separate chapters
on each style of rock art in the region, focusing on the
unique information each conveys. The book is written for
the average reader curious about these topics. It presents
theories about the human history of the region within the
personal story of the author’s quest to unravel the rock
art’s meaning.
Thunder and Herds reads like a good travel guide, with
asides about wildlife, fossils, geology, and climate. Via
analysis of the images, the archaeological remains associated with them, and oral tradition, the reader is transported
between the worlds of modern archaeology and ancient
High Plains dwellers. Linea Sundstrom, Department of
Anthropology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Kiowa Ethnogeography. By William C. Meadows. Austin: University of Texas Press, 2008. xv + 348 pp. Maps,
photographs, appendices, notes, bibliography, index.
$65.00 cloth, $30.00 paper.
With his latest book Meadows has made a significant
contribution to our understanding of Native American
ethnogeography. Comprehensive in scope, the work addresses the Kiowa people’s evolving relationship to the
land from their initial migration from the headwaters
of the Yellowstone River to contemporary life in rural
southwestern Oklahoma. Meadows demonstrates that
the Kiowa people have maintained a sense of homeland
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